Chic armchair is designed for relaxation zones in hotels, guesthouses, lobbies and offices. It has a characteristic low-seated shape compared to standard seating, with reclined shells and extremely comfortable foams that welcome users to enjoy less formal meetings. Chic seating is mounted on a swivel base equipped with an auto-return function, making it ideal for areas that need to be kept neat and orderly. Upholstery that meet the requirements of Möbelfakta such as EVO and SYNERGY are available.

**PRODUCT NAME:** CHIC
10FU, 10FUS, 20H, 20HW, 20F

Chic armchair is designed for relaxation zones in hotels, guesthouses, lobbies and offices. It has a characteristic low-seated shape compared to standard seating, with reclined shells and extremely comfortable foams that welcome users to enjoy less formal meetings. Chic seating is mounted on a swivel base equipped with an auto-return function, making it ideal for areas that need to be kept neat and orderly. Upholstery that meet the requirements of Möbelfakta such as EVO and SYNERGY are available.

**DESIGNER:** Christophe Pillet

**COMPANY:** Profim sp. zo.o.

**REG.NUMBER:** 0120181119

**USE CLASS:** Non-domestic

**VALIDITY:** 2018-11-19 - 2023-11-19 provided that the furniture and the criteria in Möbelfakta are not changed. When changes have been made, there is a transition period of 12 months.